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This document outlines the general maintenance practices and does not address any post-application finishing
that may require specific care.

Spills
Wipe up all spills immediately with a damp cloth.

Cleaning
Dust mop regularly to maintain a dust-free, slip-resistant surface. Where deeper cleaning is required, use a
new/clean microfibre mop with a 1:32 – 1:48 dilution of NeutraClean GT concentrate (refer to instructions on
packaging). It is not recommended to use an of automatic scrubber.
Never use abrasive pads or hard-bristle brushes.
Never use acidic cleaners or strippers.
Other PH neutral cleaners may be acceptable. Be sure to test in an inconspicuous area first.

Small Localized Scratches
For small scratches, polish out with a white pad and then wipe clean.
Do not use soaps or detergents as this may damage the topcoat of NanoSeal GT.
Let the area dry for 24 hours and then apply a thin coat of NanoSeal GT as per the application instructions.

Large Scratches
For large scratches, polish out the entire scratched area with a white pad and then wipe clean using a damp
microfibre cloth.
Do not use soaps or detergents as this may damage the topcoat of NanoSeal GT.
Let the area dry for 24 hours and then apply a thin coat of NanoSeal GT to the entire surface area as per the
application instructions.

Scratch Prevention
Use walk-off mats in inclement weather.
Do not leave wet mats or other fabrics on surface for extended periods of time.
Use felt pads on furniture bases. Use chair mats for all types of chairs.

Deep Gouges
If gouging or other damage has occurred to the tile, wipe the area clean using a damp microfibre clot. After drying
for 24 hours, Once dry, spot retouch the damaged area with NanoSeal GT.

Warranty
Subject to Geon Tile Ltd. limited warranty. For copies and further information, visit geontile.com.
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